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Infrastructure for lifelong learning
1. …
2. Help find suitable learning paths




Learning path any action (set of
actions) that helps 















• Number of options
• Number of attributes: level, costs, 
prerequisites, study load, examination, 





- focus on formal learning
- focus on subject 




once a learning path has been selected 
what is the best way to proceed along this 
path?
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To support lifelong learners in finding and 
comparing suitable paths to achieve their 
learning goals we need a uniform, 
meaningful way to describe learning paths.
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Specification a detailed description 
providing information 
needed to make, build, 
or produce something
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2. Reflecting real life decision making
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Research questions:
• Does the specification enable the description of formal, non-
formal and informal learning paths?
• Are there attributes of learning which learners consider relevant in 
deciding on a learning path which are not identified by the 
specification?
• Are there attributes of learning included in the learning path 
specification which learners don’t consider relevant in deciding on 
a learning path?
• Do lifelong learners consider it feasible and desirable to describe 
learning paths in the way suggested by the specification?
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Case study 
1. Learning history chart
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2. Questions regarding the selection of a 
learning path
• other options taken into account?
• attributes considered in comparison
• identify ‘new’ attributes relevant for decision 
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3. Learning path form
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4. Attribute cards
• Rank attributes according to importance
• identify superfluous attributes
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Information-oriented selection strategy
maximum variation of cases
age, employment status, educational level
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Please suggest candidates:
- variety of learning experiences
- not professionally engaged in 
education
- possibly interested in taking part
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